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Head Teacher’s Comment
Happy New Year and welcome back to everyone. This is going to be a busy new year and I
can see from the newsletter that it has already started.
I would like to congratulate Mrs Rana and Miss Richardson on their appointment to
Assistant Headteacher at the school.
I think in the month of self-belief that we need to reflect. It is so easy to judge ourselves
on others and also on things in life that are not important. Social media seems to be
making us all loose a little self-belief. It gives the impression that everyone else appears to
be more beautiful, cleverer, wealthier etc Instead of celebrating who we are and the
unique things we have to offer and what we are able to achieve.
Hearing about the children’s new year resolutions has made has made me reflect on just
what makes the difference and is truly important.
Many of you will have met Mrs Haworth our new Learning outside the Classroom teacher.
She is working with us on all aspects of the outdoor environment. She is also looking at
food waste in the dining hall and recycling. If anyone would like to volunteer to support
her please let us know.
We are naming the sheep at last. Each class is taking a democratic vote on a name which
will be put forward. Four names will be pulled out of a hat in celebration assembly. The
sheep are tagged with a number so we will know which one is which.
Please remember our vision is to equip each child with the knowledge and self-belief to be
happy.

School Values

Dear Parents/Carers,
Our value for January is ‘Self-Belief’.
Self-Belief is having confidence in your own abilities, the judgements and decisions you make and
having the ability to keep going even when times get tough. Having Self-Belief is incredibly important
in life and has been linked to people having greater motivation, becoming more successful and feeling
prouder and more self-confident.
As well as explaining the importance of Self-Belief this month we will be exploring the ways that we
can protect our own Self-Belief. This includes: not basing our self-worth or belief on the judgements of
others, ensuring that we know that outcomes in life are determined by the effort people put in rather
than how “clever” they are (growth mindset) and by ensuring that they persevere and do not give up
when times get tough.
We have also discussed how to maintain our Self-Belief by not expecting ourselves to be perfect and
accepting that mistakes are part of life and our learning journey.
It would be fantastic if you could discuss with your children the need to persevere when times get
tough and to accept that they will sometimes make mistakes. We hope these discussions will lead to
greater motivation and success in their academic and social lives.
Best wishes,
Miss Ball
Values Lead

Reception
Welcome back! We hope you all had a fantastic Christmas holiday and that the children all well rested
and ready for another exciting term. This term we will be learning about animals and life cycles
through our main text ‘Where My Wellies Take Me’ by Michael Morpurgo. We have had a stunning
start to the new topic with our visit from Zoolab which the children loved. They had the opportunity to
look at, touch, learn about and move like the animals. The children met snakes, cockroaches, frogs and
giant snails.

The children have also been learning about healthy food through The Very Hungry Caterpillar story.
The children have created plates of healthy food using their cutting and sticking skills. The children
have also been looking at the impact of exercise and sleep on their heath and the importance of being
happy. Within literacy the children have written lists of food that The Very Hungry Caterpillar might eat
using their phonic skills.
We are using ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’ to help encourage the children to read more frequently at
home. The children need to read at least 3 times a week (daily if possible) to an adult and have their
‘Reading Diaries’ signed each time. We will check the diaries and move the children along the
caterpillar. When a child has reached the end of the caterpillar, they will be able to choose a prize from
the prize box along with a piece of the butterfly which the children will work together to create.
Outside the children have enjoyed working together to begin making a bug hotel for our garden area.
Please can you send in any spare jars so that we can continue work on our bug hotel.
We have had great fun estimating in maths this week. Daily challenges have been set and a prize give
to children who have carefully estimated the number of objects in the bag.

Reminders:
 Can you please send your children in their jogging bottoms on a Monday.
 Please remember to take your children’s earings out for school.

Year 1
The first week back has been full of excitement for Year 1! We began the week with a visit from some very
magical Snowdrop Fairies, who had left us pieces of unicorn hair amongst the trees. The children were off to the
dell to begin a Maths lesson when they were spotted. As a class, we thought it was very important to see what
was there. We then decided to create our own special friendship bracelets using the wonderful rainbow hair.
The children showed magnificent determination and resilience to create the bracelets as they were quite tricky
and required very refined fine motor skills. Once we had completed our bracelets using our teamwork skills, we
went off to the dell to finally begin Maths. However, we were stopped in our tracks as there was a beautiful
letter left for us by the fairies who were quite anxious over the habitation of spiders in the woods, as there
aren’t any in winter! They were wondering if we could begin an investigation into spiders and find out why this
might be.
The children have been reading lots of non-chronological reports about spiders and creating a toolbox of the
features that might be needed if they are to write their own non-chronological report. They have done some
marvellous work on information writing and are full of spider facts. We have been so impressed with how
independent they are becoming at writing sentences with capital letters, full stops and even conjunctions.
In Maths, we have been focusing on mass and weight by comparing objects that are lighter or heavier and using
balance scales to measure. The children have been able to identify 1 kg and are beginning to recognise different
weights that might be less than, the same or even more than 1kg. Next week, we will be beginning geometry by
identifying and describing common shapes, looking at the corners and sides of common shapes.
We also had a fantastic visit from Zoolab where we were able to get up-close and personal with a variety of
different mini-beasts and even a snake! The children were able to discover lots about each ones living and
eating habits, adding to their ever increasing knowledge of animals. They are able to explain why a reptile is not
an insect and even learned that snake has one giant muscle which means it is an excellent climber!

Year 2
On behalf of the Year 2 team, we would like to wish you All a very Happy New Year. We hope that you have had
a wonderful, relaxing Winter break. The children have come back refreshed and ready to learn which is fantastic
to see.
We have introduced our new topic which is called “Where in the World.” The children have discussed what this
means to them and noted down what they think they already know on this topic, as well as what they would like
to learn about over the next term. Working as a team, the children have used natural materials to create their
front covers for their topic books using their creativity.
As soon as the children entered school on their first day of term, they were
intrigued to find a giant beanstalk that has magically grown in their
classrooms. This has fostered their curiosity about how it might have grown
and why it is in our school. On day two, they found a giant footprint at the
base of the beanstalk leaving them to speculate who it might belong to. As a
result, we are reading our new quality text, Jack and The Beanstalk together.
We have discussed different front covers for this story and how the story
content can differ. The children will be learning about stories and their
content in greater detail, focusing on characters, setting and plot. Perhaps the
children could talk about other traditional tales with you and how they are
structured at home.
On Thursday, the children had their stunning start with a visit from
some wild and wonderful animals and insects. The workshop
introduced children to different habitats from around the world and
they discussed how and why they can survive in each habitat. Some
very brave children got to have a hands-on experience with some of
the animals.
Another activity that has engaged the children has been the use of
Google Earth to locate physical and human features in their
environment. The children have enjoyed completing fieldwork
around the school grounds and sketching features. Why not ask your
child about what they have spotted in and around Downley? They
will be creating their own maps in the upcoming weeks using their
own keys.

This week, we are introducing the children to capacity and their challenge will be to create a magic
beanstalk feed that will help sprout our magical beanstalk even taller than it already is! The children
will have the opportunity to create their own mixture and carefully measure out exactly how much of
each liquid ingredient that they will require. They have impressed their teachers so far with their
excellent team working skills, looking carefully at scales on measuring cylinders and pouring out liquid
accordingly to measure and record using the correct units. We are so excited to see the different
variations of mixtures that the children will produce.

Year 3
Happy New Year to you all. The children have had a great start and are already looking forward to the
new opportunities we have discussed about our learning this term. We are so proud of how much the
children have embraced the themes of our quality text ‘The Wind in the Willows’ last term and they
are looking forward to our new text for the Spring Term ‘Journey to the River Sea’ as part of our whole
school theme ‘Where in the World?’.
As part of our ‘Stunning Start’ the whole of LKS2 had a ‘Latin American off
timetable’ day this week which provided them with opportunities to learn
about the town Manaus, Brazil near the Amazon Rainforest where the
story is set, Jiu Jitsu with Mr Khan, Brazilian art work with Mrs Bojarski and
Samba music and dancing with Miss Ball the children thoroughly enjoyed
being taught by all their teachers in the phase!
As we start the opening chapters of our new text, we will be looking at
features of a play script and diary entries based around the main
character.

In Maths, the children have revisited place value this term and will be looking
at fractions this week. This is a frequent area that children find challenging so
please take every opportunity to discuss fractions of shapes (eg equal pizza
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entries based around the main character.
In PE, we will be practising our cross country and hockey skills, so please
make sure that their kit is in school with plenty of bags for muddy
clothes.

In Spanish, the children will learn more about fruit, food and colours this term. We concluded our
learning journey from the Stone Age to the Iron Age previously, so the children will now have a
geography focus this term.
Mrs Fyfe and Mr Khan.

Year 4
We have had a great start to the New Year and we would like to thank all children for transitioning so
well. We look forward to a wonderful term of learning and succeeding.
Our theme this term is “Where in the World” and we will be studying the book
Journey to the River Sea by Eva Ibbotson. We have started our term with a
fantastic ‘Stunning Start’ in which children from Year 3 and 4 partook in
sessions relating to our shared text. This text takes place in South America, so
the children learned about Brazilian Jiu Jitsu with Mr Khan, geography and
history of South American tribes with Mrs Fyfe, Brazilian art work with Mrs
Bojarski and Samba music and dancing with Miss Ball. The children thoroughly
enjoyed their exposure to Latin America and look forward to sharing more
learning experiences throughout the term.
The children have begun to look at Roman numerals in Mathematics. They have been very interested
in looking at how the Romans invented their number system using letters. To help the children
remember Roman numerals they have worked outside using chalk to write the numerals on the
playground. They have also learnt a new song which has been great fun. They have been given certain
challenges to research at home in any spare time they may have had.
Year Four will be focusing on times tables on a daily basis in class in some form or other. Any additional
practice at home is to be encouraged. They have been listening to times tables songs in class as a
helpful way for the children to remember some of them. Times Tables Rock Stars will continue to be
set on a weekly basis as well as Mathletics.
The children have been enjoying their PSHE lessons (Personal, Social, Health and Economic Education)
so far this term. During these weekly sessions, we will be focusing on our monthly school values,
mental wellbeing and food, diet and exercise. These will take the form of Circle times with
opportunities presented to them for discussion and debate. They will also be studying British Values as
part of their Citizenship programme.
In our Art lessons, the children will be contributing towards planning and creating a Rainforest display
for their classroom as well as studying a Brazilian artist called Romero Britto. They will also need a
named art apron; this could be an old men’s shirt with the sleeve cuffs cut off so that it is not too long
for them. Please ensure that their art apron is named and brought into school for the term.
Our first topic in computing this term is Online Safety, is closely linked to the
PSHE curriculum, and builds on previous e-safety lessons. In this unit the
children will be given guidance on how to protect themselves online. We will
be learning how information put online leaves a digital footprint or trail which
can aid identity theft. We will be discussing appropriate behaviour when
participating in collaborative online projects for learning.
The children will consider the positive and negative influences of technology on health and the
environment. We will also be developing the children’s understanding of the importance of balancing
game and screen time with other parts of their lives. We will be encouraging the children to share their
learning with you.
The theme for our science lessons this half term is Sound. We will be investigating how sound is
produced, how it travels and how we hear. Much of our work will be linked to music and instruments.

Year 5
A warm welcome back and a happy New Year to all of our pupils, parents and carers! We have had a
busy but exciting start to the new Spring term, with the start of our new book A Passage to India – and
also welcoming our new Year 5 team member – Mrs Iyman!
We began the term with our Stunning Start. Children first thought about what they knew about India
and what they would like to find out. We had various interesting responses, ranging from religions of
India, the various languages spoken, dance styles and so on. The children then took part in a carousel,
where they engaged in different activities all linked to our topic; they had a go at writing their name in
Hindi, talking in Hindi using key phrases, tying a saree, designing a henna pattern and also having a go
at some Bollywood dancing!
We continued learning based on A Passage to India, by using our sensory description to describe how
an Indian market looks, smells, feels and sounds. They focused on using improved vocabulary to
describe the spices, the cars, the animals and lots more! They all thoroughly enjoyed the interactive
nature of this.
In Maths, we have looked at negative numbers and roman numerals. We took learning outside, with
our number line from -20 to 20, where children had to order the numbers, add and subtract using
negative numbers and reason where numbers went along the line. We have been doing lots of practice
during the Autumn term on problem solving and reasoning and it is certainly paying off now!
We are now coming towards the end of our Properties of Materials topic in Science and last week
children investigated how to separate materials using filtration, evaporation, sieving and magnetic
attraction. We have been learning and using key words such as soluble, dissolve and suspension.
We appreciate all efforts being made at home to support learning in the classroom, but may we take
this opportunity to remind parents/carers that they should be listening to their child read at home
three times per week and signing their reading record accordingly. This will be checked every Friday.
Thank you for your continued support.
The Year 5 Team.

Year 6
Happy New Year to you all! The children have started the new term with real focus and we have certainly hit the
ground running. Have you heard about our New Year’s Resolutions which are on display in the classroom? One
of them is relating to what could be done better at home, so please ask your child to share with you. The other
two resolutions are school related.
Our Irresistible Curriculum this term has the whole school theme: Where In The World? In UKS2, this takes place
under the heading “Passage To India” and is based on a wonderful book entitled “Indian Tales” by Shenaaz
Nanji. The author has her own website and the link is here if you wish to read more:
https://www.shenaaznanji.com/

This book comprises a collection of magical short stories from all over the Indian subcontinent. Each story is
based on a traditional folk tale from one of the different states and is accompanied by fun facts about the state
from which it comes. There will be many opportunities to learn about the rich and diverse culture and history of
India, as well as information about the country’s location in the world.
As a “Stunning Start” last week, we held a carousel of activities for the children to be immersed in the Indian
culture. This included: practising and drawing mehndi patterns, tying and wearing a saree, writing names and
phrases in Hindi and also a lesson in Bollywood dancing! We have also made a start on compiling Indian fact files
using laptops and books for information, including maps and atlases. The children are very excited about this
new theme and we all look forward to learning a lot more in the coming weeks. We have also asked the children
to bring in from home any relevant resources they may have. One of our future activities will involve cooking
and preparing an Indian banquet, so if you are willing to help prepare for this then please let us know.
In Maths, the focus has been on recalling and using equivalences between fractions, decimal and percentages,
including recognising these in different contexts as part of reasoning and problem solving. Our next unit will be
to revise the properties of 2D shapes and, in particular, thinking beyond triangles and quadrilaterals which was
our focus last term. This will include looking at the interior and exterior angles of regular polygons with more
than four sides, as well as identifying and indicating parallel and perpendicular sides and other properties.
In English, the long term focus is on short story writing as a way to exercise our skills. The children will also have
many opportunities to exercise their non-fiction skills through Science and other subjects, as well as through our
curriculum work learning about India.
For your awareness, we will be encouraging the children to enter the national story writing competition through
BBC Radio 2. On the website, there are wonderful resources including video clips and top tips on how to be a
powerful writer. Some of these will be shared in class. The standard of entry is exceptional and provides
excellent models of writing from which all of us can learn and be inspired. Please see this link for more details:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00rfvk1

Year 6 Continued….
On the subject of national competitions, have you seen the recent email message from Ms Rana? If not, then
here are the details:
We are delighted to announce that we are entering two national competitions for General Knowledge and
Maths in February and May 2020. This is a great opportunity for us to represent our school and for the selected
children who will be participating in the event to showcase their knowledge amongst others.
In preparation for this event, we are looking for any existing Quiz Club champions or parent/carer volunteers to
come in and help the children by running booster sessions over the next few weeks. This could either take place
during a lunch break or after school. If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact any of the Year 6
team or Ms Rana who will be happy to assist you.
In class this week, we have held a General Knowledge Quiz to select the team. Only four children can attend and
so to make it fair, we have chosen a boy and a girl from each class on the basis of their scores in the class
competition.
Thank you to those parents/carers who have paid their deposit for The Frontier Centre residential visit to
Northamptonshire, which is due to take place in the Summer term, in the week beginning the 29th June. A letter
will be issued shortly to those parents/carers who have made this commitment which will ask for written
consent for your child to attend this visit, as well as for specific details of medical and dietary requirements.
Please look out for this and we thank you for your help, in anticipation.
Please note that the children have been informed that Year 6 homework will follow the same routine as last
term, although as you will hopefully have seen already, instead of using Mathletics, most weeks we will be using
CGP practice book(s) in Maths to complete SATs style questions that relate to work that has recently been
covered in class. The children have been told that the brown CGP Study Book will provide help and information
with completing the tasks which once completed will also be discussed in class every Friday. It is therefore
important that children bring these books into school every Friday please. Details of which tasks to complete will
be written in homework diaries, which again need to come in weekly.
The Times Tables Rockstars Challenge between the two classes will continue each week, of course, as well as the
weekly tables test on a Monday. With regard to the weekly Spellings test, also on a Monday, this term your child
should bring home extra words that have been allocated following a recent assessment of the statutory Year 5
and 6 list of words. These are in addition to the usual word list, revisiting different spelling rules each week, as
we did last term. Please ask your child to show you their word list. Learning Log tasks this term are on an Indian
theme and are collected in every Friday as last term.
And finally, we are now well into a routine with the daily mile and welly walk which is an expectation for all
children and a very positive way to start the school day. Some children are arriving at school without wellies or
suitable footwear (or even a coat, in some cases) and so they are finding the it a challenge. Similarly, please be
aware that Mr Rushant is organising Cross Country activities in PE every Tuesday this half term and suitable
outdoor clothing will be required please to combat the weather conditions.
Thank you for your continued support with all school activities.
The Year 6 Team

Family Worker
Happy New Year everyone and welcome back. If you have any worries or concerns, need help, support
or advice with any issues as we start this new term, please see me on the gate or call in to make an
appointment.
Below are details regarding a support group for anyone supporting children with mental health
difficulties up to the age of 25. Please feel free to share with any other local families you believe may
benefit.

‘Walking With You’ is a parent led support group for anyone supporting children and young people
experiencing mental health difficulties. You can sit and discuss shared experiences with other parents
and carers over coffee and biscuits as well as having a group Q&A with parents and mental health
professionals from CAMHS. The informal sessions are open for any parents and carers with children up
to 25. Come to as many sessions as you like – it’s entirely up to you. Due to lack of facilities and support
we are unable to accommodate children at the group.
2020 Meetings: January 31st, February 28th & March 27th 10-11.30 Wycombe Wanderers FC, (main
club reception) Adam’s Park, Hillbottom Rd, High Wycombe, HP12 4HJ Need more information?
Contact the Single Point of Access on 01865 901951 or email: oxfordhealth.bucksCAMHSSPA@nhs.net

Stars of the Week
KS2 Celebration Assembly - Friday 29th November – Stars of the Week
Dugongs
Sea Turtles
Hippos
Black Rhino
Giant Pandas
Polar Bears

Sami, Manha
Ethan, Chloe
Naomi, Daniel
Akain, Mia
Sky, Kieran
Nathan, Dexter

KS1 Celebration Assembly - Friday 6th December – Stars of the Week
Silky Sifakas
Gorillas
Ring Tailed Lemurs
Spider Monkeys
Amazon River Dolphin
Great White Sharks

Harry, Ethan
Oliver , Ledina
Aarlia, Finlay
Aqsa, Louis
Sophie, Zain
Tiah, Mia

KS1 Celebration Assembly - Friday 13th December – Stars of the Week
Dugongs
Sea Turtles
Hippos
Black Rhino
Giant Pandas
Polar Bears

Luke, Isobela
Henry, Frankie
Emmie, Howie
Akain, Ananya, Kayden
Sky, Nyiema, Charlie
Millie, Ibrahim

*

Golden Ticket Winners
Our golden ticket winner on Friday 29th November 2019 was Jacob – Black Rhinos
Our golden ticket winner on Friday 6th December 2019 was James & James – Great White Sharks, & Silky Sifakas
Our golden ticket winner on Friday 13th December 2019 was Sasha – Giant Pandas

Attendance
Our attendance target is to reach 96.5% attendance for this
academic year.
We are proud to say that our whole school attendance for
the last academic year was 96.5%.
Our autumn term attendance percentage is 96.47%
Termly Attendance Report for w/c 1st September – w/c 16th December 2019
Class
Bengal Tigers
Snow Leopards
Gorillas
Silky Sifakas
Ring Tailed Lemurs
Spider Monkeys
Amazon River Dolphin

% Attendance
95.15%
93.88%
97.32%
95.83%
97.07%
97.35%
96.99%

Class
Great White Sharks
Dugongs
Sea Turtles
Hippos
Black Rhinos
Giant Pandas
Polar Bears

Well done to Hippos for your 98% Attendance.

% Attendance
96.88%
97.58%
94.46%
98%
97.25%
96.84%
95.73%

School Office
Adverse Weather
During the winter months with the threat of snow and ice, please be advised to check the ‘Bucks
Schools Closures’ website (https://closures.buckscc.gov.uk/) for any changes to school times or
closures in the event of adverse weather conditions. The decision to make any changes to the school
hours is made with the safety of all pupils and staff in mind, safety on the way to school and on the
school site is paramount and we will ensure that the school is open as usual if it is safe to do so.

Parking at the Downley School
A REMINDER THAT NO PARKING IS PERMITTED ACROSS THE ENTIRE SCHOOL SITE. You should not be
dropping your child off by car within the school grounds, please ensure you abide by this school policy
as it is for safety of the pupils and staff across the school site.
It is dangerous to drive or park near the school site we request that you do NOT do so. The School and
Parish Council continue to work together to tackle road safety issues around Faulkner Way.
We on occasion have witnessed dangerous driving and parking around our School, which, even if not
directly by the entrance, causes a knock on effect such as:







Parking on the yellow lines
Turning and reversing into the school entrance
Unauthorised entry into the school premises
Parking in Faulkner Way that causes other drivers to mount the pavement
Congestion in areas where the children are trying to cross
Blocking access for emergency vehicles

It is extremely distressing to observe our children, who cannot always see over the vehicles clearly,
trying to negotiate these dangers and cross the roads safely, especially as some drivers seem
completely oblivious to the dangers they are causing. We will report any incidents of dangerous driving
and parking to 101 and we urge our community to also report to 101. You are also welcome to raise
any issues with the Parish Council.
We strongly request again that drivers DO NOT enter Faulkner Way. Please park away and walk
in. Working together as a community, we CAN make a difference to improve road safety for our
children.

The Downley School Diary - 2019/2020
Events that parents may attend are in blue.
PA events are in green
Note: Some dates are provisional and subject to change.
*Please note two other inset days are yet to be confirmed for this academic year.
** Information to follow.
January 2020
February 2020
Monday 17th February – Friday
Half term
21st February 2020
March 2020
Tuesday 3rd March – Friday 6th
Book Fair
March
Friday 6th March
World Book Day – Dress up as a character from your favourite
book.
rd
Monday 23 March
Spring Term Reports Out
th
Wednesday 25 March
Parent Consultation Evening
3.30 – 6.30
Tuesday 31st March
Parent Consultation Evening
3.30 – 6.30
April 2020
Thursday 2nd April
Parent Book Look –Drop In
2.00 – 3.00
th
th
Monday 6 April – Friday 17
Easter Break
April
May 2020
Friday 8th May
Bank Holiday
th
th
Monday 11 May – Friday 15
Y6 SATs Week
May
Monday 25th May – Friday 29th
Half Term
May
June 2020
Monday 15th June
**Y6 Trip – Hazard Alley **
Thursday 18th June
Class Photos
th
rd
Monday 29 June – Friday 3
**Y6 Trip – Frontier Centre**
July
July 2020
Tuesday 7th July
Common Transition Day (Y6 Visit to Secondary School)
nd
Wednesday 22 July –Monday
Summer Holiday
st
31 August
September 2020 – New Academic Year
Tuesday 1st September
Inset Day

